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We collected one-week trip records from 2011 to 2017 in the Beijing subway system, excluding weekends and holidays (see 14   Table S1 ). On average, each one-week dataset includes transit records of about 5 million passengers identified according A map of Beijing subway system with spatial data can be seen in Figure S1 , and an evolutionary map of lines and stations
20
can be seen in Figure S2 . In the buffer analysis via ArcGIS, 2752 residential communities are within 1km catchment areas of 
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Similarly, the program identifies the commuter's home location based on the following rules:
37
(1) Access the individual dataset where the job station was identified above.
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(2) Among destination stations of commuting trips, the station where the commuter visited most frequently is regarded as new, now more optimal, station.
48
(2) If the distance is beyond 3 km, this paper assumes that the commuter relocates the residence/workplace. 
